
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of production control supervisor. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for production control supervisor

Skill in scheduling and prioritizing manpower and projects as assigned by
Fleet Management
Skill in resolving day-to-day questions/problems regarding equipment,
materials, methods, and procedures needed to complete maintenance and
repair tasks
Ability to establishing and maintain effective working relationships with those
contacted during the course of work
Prior experience/knowledge with Microsoft Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and
company-specific computer software and systems a must
Manage the team that will create production work orders in our ERP system
to support customer requirements
Conduct meetings with Production, Demand Planning, and Sales Reps, as
required, to discuss material shortages, backlogs, forecast spikes/tanks,
production issues
Emphasis in developing labor cost reduction system maximizing efficiency
Train and evaluate performance of department team members
Recommends systems to control these inventories within established
parameters
Maintains the accuracy of the bills of materials and production item files

Qualifications for production control supervisor

Example of Production Control Supervisor Job
Description
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Ability to obtain and maintain a Moderate Risk Public Trust (MRPT) through
Department of State Background Investigation as a condition of employment
May be exposed to certain obstructions on the surface ladders, stairs
In the absence of a four (4) year degree in an appropriate field of study, a
total of eight (8) to ten (10) years of related experience is required
Proficiency in Microsoft Suite Applications (Word, Excel, Access, and
PowerPoint) Internet software and E-mail is required
Must be an expert with Microsoft Word, Excel and Outlook and proficient
with other Microsoft applications
Sufficient human relations skills to conduct one-on-one training, resolve
conflict, and achieve harmony with a large group of Team Members


